Enterprise Solutions

We customize proven business practices, embed innovation for differentiation, and facilitate
staged deployment across global operations to maximize benefits and manage risk.

OVE R V I E W

AREAS OF INVESTIGATION

Choice’s Enterprise Solutions Team leverages people,
process, and technology to drive a desired business
outcome. We adhere to industry vertical specific
processes within regulatory and compliance boundaries
to quickly and seamlessly convert issues to a competitive
advantage.

The Enterprise Solutions Team evaluates your entire
supply-chain to uncover areas that are preventing you
from scaling and reaching your true potential. We
look at your entire network (internal and external) to
understand your strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and bottlenecks to growth. We start by understanding
your customer requirements and SLA’s and project
forward based on your changing business requirements
to ensure we are designing a solution for the long-term.

Some key tenets of our Enterprise Solutions Team
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Developing streamlined, industry-specific processes.
Implementing end-to-end business solutions.
Leveraging collaborative technologies.
Embedding business analytics for decision support.
Providing seamless deployment in a staged or
globally integrated approach.

Areas of investigation includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory analysis
Transportation analysis
System analysis
Performance analysis
Spend analysis

Call 800-861-6900, or visit www.choicelogistics.com

PROOF POSITIVE
“Choice is a true business partner. They
have a phenomenal ability to bring solutions
forward. Their execution is consistent and
they take nothing for granted.”
— F500 Computer Manufacturer
“Choice has a depth of capabilities that
we haven’t found anywhere else. Their
investment in technology and the network,
combined with their collaborative approach
has been key to our success.”
— F500 Telecom Company
“Choice continues to impress us with their
knowledge and understanding of our
industry. Their flexibility and attention to
detail is unsurpassed, allowing our field
engineers to focus on their jobs.”
— F500 Office Equipment Company

VA L U E P R O PO S I TI O N

GETTING STARTED

Choice takes a holistic approach to issue identification and
resolution. Throughout the process, we recommend various
options that adhere to your timing and budgetary constraints.

We begin with a free whiteboard session with the key stakeholders
to understand the scope and objectives of the engagement. From
there we conduct a 4 to 6 week diagnostic to collect data, interview
participants, and develop/test potential hypotheses to identify key
success factors. Choice employs a proprietary and proven “Define,
Design, Develop, and Deploy” stage gate process to ensure you
have input every step of the way.

Our clients have enjoyed numerous enhancements, including, but
not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Cross-functional, closed-loop design
Differentiation in the market place
Reduced time to market
Improved performance
Reduced spend

Learn why industry leaders trust Choice Logistics for enterprise-grade supply-chain solutions that compress
time-to-market, provide differentiation, and remove costs.
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